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ABSTRACT

In the Repubiic of Kazakhstan there is a number of nuclear objects which are potentially
attractive to terrorists and criminal groups. They are also nuclear objects of the National
Nuclear Center of the Republic of Kazakhstan (NNC RK) where there are research nuclear
reactors with highly enriched nuclear fuel and nuclear materials storage.

Within the international collaboration in the field of non-proliferation between the
Republic of Kazakhstan and the United States of America in the period of 1996-1998
scientists of the Institute of Atomic Energy (IAE) of the NNC RK together with colleagues
from the USA had conducted the system of works concerning vulnerability analysis of three
nuclear objects of the NNC RK (reactor complexes IGR, (Baikal-1)) and WWR-K). It also
concerned working out the projects of physical protection systems of the mentioned above
objects modernization based on the conducted vulnerability analysis.

These works included:
*/ identification of potential outer and inner threat for nuclear objects of the NNC

RK;
conducting of the analysis of vulnerability and expected risk of prospective

threats for nuclear objects of the NNC RK with the help of analytical program for conducting
of ASSESS Nuclear Objects vulnerability diagnosis;

,,, expert estimation of the results received in the course of vulnerability analysis
and working out of recommendations on modernization of the systems of NNC RK nuclear
objects (reactor complexes IGR, ((Baikal-1)) and VVR-K) physical protection;

,< working out of conceptual projects of NNC RK nuclear objects physical
protection systems modification.
The key point of the work was the vulnerability analysis conducting which required detailed
examination of the basic data that provide modeling of aims, routes of movement and
evaluation of potential violators detection probability in the protected zones, buildings and
reactor systems premises.

In order to conduct an effective and detailed analysis all the necessary basic data for threaif7\
estimation" modeling had been prepared: personnel selection, factual attributes and 1 

personnel authorities determination, expert estimation of design elements temporal value, ,~
>"neans of signaling and other data.
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Analytic programming system of vulnerability estimation and protection effectiveness
ASSESS which was developed in Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, USA, was used
as a mean of modelling and analysing. All the input data of the program and the finding of
the analysis passed expert estimation by the NNC RK scientists. -

,Vulnerability analysis resulted in getting the optimal schemes of the movement routes of
eventual violators and the value of probability of their detection in the sites, buildings and
IGR, (Baikail)) and VVR-K reactor complexes premises.9,

~Espeially important ru of rs-tthe- ffld inrWd rather a demonstrable idea of the
eventual violators route sectors where additional measures and means of their most possible
detecting, safety provision and protection of the IAE nuclear objects protection must be

Conducted work showed great possibilities of ASSESS programming system in the
effective and complete nuclear objects vulnerability analysis. But NNC RK scientists also
came across some decided difficulties of ASSESS application in the analysis of Kazakhstan
nuclear objects.

The program had been developed for estimation of objects vulnerability on the
territory of the USA. All the program input data operation factors are adapted to the
characteristics of physical protection systems which are used on American nuclear objects.
As a consequence the input data for Kazakhstan nuclear objects vulnerability analysis were
exposed to expert estimation and adaptation before being modelled and worked out that hadr
lowered the effectiveness of analysis and increased time of its conducting. ASSESS programj,
needs some additional working out.

-- -The experience of ASSESS application acquired by NNC RK scientists gives way to
state confidently that at adaptation the ASSESS program can be successfully used in
estimating of any protected nuclear objects vulnerability from any unauthorized acts. It also
includes working out of measures aimed at these objects protection improvement both in the
countries of the European Union and in the countries of the CIS. In this case adaptation is a
specific database accumulation where all the used protecting systems and database
integration with ASSESS system have been--taken into account.,

<-fhe creation of specified database of the ASSESS program would give opportunity
to increase considerably the effectiveness of vulnerability and nuclear objects risk analysis at
low financial expenditure. Adapted ASSESS program would also make it possible to conduct
qualified working out of measures on guarded objects protection at short terms.
So, the adaptation and the application of the analytical ASSESS system can be of great
benefit in solution of problems concerning nuclear objects protection improvement which are
exclusively important in the present situation.
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